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2012
This volume is part of a Bulletin Series inaugurated by the Yale School of
Forestry & Environmental Studies in 1912. The Series contains important
original scholarly and applied work by the School’s faculty, graduate
students, alumni, and distinguished collaborators, and covers a broad range
of topics.
Bulletins 1-97 were published as bound print-only documents between 1912
and 1994. Starting with Bulletin 98 in 1995, the School began publishing
volumes digitally and expanded them into a Publication Series that includes
working papers, books, and reports as well as Bulletins.
To celebrate the centennial of publishing at the school, the long out-of-print
Bulletins 1-97 were scanned to make them available as pdfs to a broader
audience. A caution: the scanning process is not perfect, especially for print
documents as old as some of these, so the readers’ indulgence is requested for
some of the anomalies that remain despite our best efforts to clean them up.
Everything published from 1912-present is available on the School’s website
(http://environment.yale.edu/publications) for free download. Nothing
in the Series requires copyright permission for reproduction when intended
for personal or classroom use.
Bound copies of everything published in the Series from 1912 to the present
are also available in the Yale University libraries and archives and can best
be accessed by contacting the School of Forestry & Environmental Studies
librarian.
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INTRODUCTION

I

NTEREST in the study of the microclimate of vegetated areas by analysis
of their energy budgets has been increasing in recent years. This type of
study requires keeping track of the amounts, locations and forms of energy
within the "system" and its inter and intra system transport. The energy can
be in the form of a sensible or latent heat, chemical bonds, physical displacements, etc. Energy can be transported within the system by physical transport
(movement of water, air, etc.) by conduction or by radiation. Complex transformations between the energy forms also take place. One locus of such processes'which has received little attention is the stems of trees and small plants.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the part played by tree stems in
the thermal energy budget of the forest stand. Heat flows between the stem surface and the environment by radiative, convective, and conductive modes of
heat transfer. This flux and the resultant storage of thermal energy amounts to
5 to 100/0 of the net radiation incident upon the stand (Geiger, 1965). Although
the underlying purpose of this study was the understanding of this particular
locus of thermal activity in relation to the forest as a whole, several preliminary
questions have to be answered first. These are: (1) how are stem surface temperatures related to air temperatures, (2) how can the temperature field in a stem
be characterized, and (3) is the stem a passive thermal (physical) system? This
report deals mainly with these preliminary questions.
The best approach to this problem is that of mathematical physics. Although
this method is a powerful tool in the physical sciences it is a relative newcomer to
the field of biology. In his book, The Physics of Plant Environment, Van Wijk
(1963) states:
The essential characteristic of such an analytical or physical approach is
that it leads to a quantitative theory of the studied phenomena, expressable
in mathematical language. In doing so generalizations can be made from a
limited amount of experimental data, i.e. the theory can be applied to circumstances differing from those encountered in the original experiments. This can
rarely be done when a problem is approached in a purely empirical way.
In addition the analytical method can often help in considerably reducing
the required number of experiments. In this connection it may be useful to
point out that the application of mathematical statistics to the design and
interpretation of experiments does not change their empirical character. Although these techniques can also serve to reduce the necessary number of
experiments, they differ essentially from the physical methods referred to here.
I

TEMPERATORE AND HEAT FLOW IN TREE STEMS
the resistance thermometers he used as probes were large and were placed normal
to the isotherms. Nevertheless his results are interesting. During the winter the
central stem temperature dropped to -1.5°C and remained there for considerable periods. Reynolds ascribes this to the freeZing and thawing of the water in
the wood. During mild weather he observed the expected amplitude reduction
and lagging of the temperature waves. During hot dry weather, however, the
stem temperature tended to remain relatively constant, although the air temperature showed its usual diurnal cycle. Reynolds explains this phenomenon as being
a result of (l) the absorption of heat by stretching of the water columns and
(2) vaporization of water into the air spaces in the stem wood. No calculations
or estimates of either the amounts of heat that would have to be absorbed in order
to account for the steady temperatures or the amount of heat that could possibly
be absorbed by these mechanisms are presented.
The recent work of Derby and Gates (1966), actually carried out after the
experimental portion of my study was complete, must be mentioned here. Their
model, which is a digital finite differences approximation to the heat transfer
processes within the stem, does allow the incorporation of both the radiant and
convective modes of heat transfer between the stem and its surroundings. Freezing and thawing processes can also be included. Their model was able to predict
the surface temperatures of an aspen to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Measurements of stem temperatures support the general conclusions made above.

6
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et al. find a value of approximately 0.125 cal gm-1 dry bark for both Longleaf and
Shortleaf pine. Martin gives this value as 0.089 cal gm-1 dry bark as an average
of several species. These values are very close to those given by Hearmon and
Burcham for beechwood. Since both these values are close to those for wood,
equation 13 was used to compute the volumetric heat capacity of the bark.
Dunlop's relation, equation 6, for dry wood was used to compute the specific
heat of dry bark.
Variation of Thermal Properties

The thermal properties of a stem are neither isotropic nor homogeneous in space
or time. Since variations in these properties will influence temperature variations
at a point in the stem they must be studied and, if necessary, incorporated into the
models. It has been well established that the thermal conductivity of wood is 2 to
2.5 times greater in the longitudinal direction (parallel to the gain) than in the
radial or tangential directions (Wangaard, 1943; Kellog and Ifju, 1962; Kollmann
and Malmquist, 1956). The conductivity differs only very slightly between the
radial and tangential directions (see Wangaard, 1940). This information pertains
only to wood at or below the fiber saturation point. It might be expected that
the longitudinal-tangential conductivity ratio might approach unity for in~
creasing moisture contents and decreasing specific gravities.
The only isotropy of consequence is then that between the transverse plane
and the longitudinal axis.
In the section dealing with the estimation of the thermal properties of green
wood and bark it was shown that the conductivity, the volumetric heat capacity,
and the diffusivity are functions of the specific gravity, the moisture content, and
the temperature of the wood or bark. The influence of temperature is relatively
small, and cannot be estimated with any confidence for wet wood and will not
be considered here.
Both the moisture content and the specific gravity distribution in tree stems
are quite variable. To some degree the specific gravity will be determined by
species but the variation around these levels is quite large and a complex function
of heredity, site, water supply, microclimate, etc. (Hall, 1963; Brown, et ale
1952).
In hardwood species the radial distributions can be quite irregular (Brown,
et al., 1952) but may show a systematic decrease toward the bark (Wangaard,
1950). In softwoods the specific gravity is generally low near the pith and increases
to a more or less constant value as the bark is approached. In both hardwoods
and softwoods there may be variation of the specific gravity with angular position,
12
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especially if the tree is leaning or has an uneven crown. Specific gravity usually
decreases with height.
The specific gravity of bark is also variable but there are insufficient data for
any general conclusions (Spalt and Reifsnyder, 1962).
The specific gravity distribution (oven dry weight and volume) will be a
function of space alone. The moisture content, however, will be a function of
both space and time. R. P. Gibbs has spent a good portion of his life studying
the moisture patterns in trees, and his major conclusion is that these patterns
show a variability which is hard to "explain" (Gibbs, 1958).
The patterns of the spacial and temporal variations of moisture content are
too complex for discussions here. The reader is referred to Gibbs (1958) and
Kramer and Kozlowski (1960) for more thorough discussions.
The thermal properties of wood and bark have been found to be predicted by
specific gravity and moisture content. The volumetric heat capacity is a function
of temperature, specific gravity and moisture content. Because of the variation
of specific gravity and moisture in the tree stem the thermal properties will be
functions of radius, angular position, height, and time. For a particular tree at
a particular time it would be virtually impossible to predict the thermal propperties without some knowledge of the distribution of the specific gravity and
the moisture content.

HEAT FLOW IN THE STEM

In the following sections the heat flow equation is introduced and analyzed
term by term. From this analysis a reasonable model and set of boundary condi~
tions can be defined.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the stem is specified as a circular cylinder
with no radiation heat exchange on the surface. The coordinate system to be
used in this and following discussions is shown in figure 5. Any point in the
stem can be defined by specification of its axial coordinate (z), radial coordinate
(r), and angular coordinate (8).
Conduction in Cylindrical Coordinates

The heat conduction equation for cylindrical bodies in which there is heat
production at the point (r, z, 0) at the rate A (cal cm-3 sec-I) is
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win and Goodard. As pointed out above, the energy released by actively growing
tissue is probably relatively small. Using a value of 0.28 cal cm-3 sec-1 (oxygen
absorption of 10 mm 3 hr-1 gm- I ), results in a temperature excess of only O.5°C
at the center. Since these estimates are for a distributed source, it is not surprising
that Gerlach (1929) and Leick (1910) were not able to detect any increase in
stem temperature attributable to respiration.
The vertical flow of fluid in the transpiration stream poses a more difficult
problem. In terms of a cross section of the stem this fluid flow can be considered
as a source if the fluid is coming from a warmer region or as a sink if it comes from
a colder region. To complicate matters further it must be noted that the flow will
be roughly periodic in nature (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). Hartig (1873)
concluded from temperature data taken at a height of 1 meter on a live oak and
on an oak log set into the ground that the transpiration stream cooled the living
stem. There are, however, many other factors which could have caused the
differences on which he based his conclusions.
Gerlach (1929) noted that in the spring when the ground was colder than the
air that the transpiration stream had a cooling effect on the stem. This effect decreased with height in a birch stem 22 cm. in diameter. At 0.5 meters above the
ground the temperatures were lowered slightly in relation to the temperatures
at the same radial points at a height of 1.75 meters. The effect was strongest at
a radial depth of 6 cm. Study of his curves indicates that at 1.75 meters (height)
the stem was unaffected by the fluid flow from the colder ground. Gerlach also
found that this effect was marked during the rise of sap.
Rouschal (1939) was able to show that the cooling effect as measured in the
region of the cambium was greater in ring porous than in diffuse porous and coniferous trees. He was able to detect a cooling effect at a height of 3 meters in ring
porous species. In diffuse porous and coniferous stems no effect was detectable at
this height. For the latter, the temperatures were reduced approximately lOC
(maximum) at a height of 1 meter. In both of these studies temperature measurements were made via radial holes, although small instruments were used.
Summary of Internal Effects

The results of the above discussion can be summarized briefly as:
(1) The effects of conduction from the ground and fluid flow can probably
be neglected if the study is restricted to a zone above some critical height.
(2) If the surface temperatures are independent of 0, then the interior
temperatures can be expected to be independent of 8 for healthy straight trees
without abnormal specific gravity or moisture content distributions.
18
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FIGURE IS. Effect of relative phase angle on complex wave shape. In each set
the top three waves are summed to form the bottom wave.
at r = a

T;l = T e

-

((h*)-l dT Idr]

(50)

and

(51)
where h*
hm / k and T e is the air or environmental temperature, and hm has
been previously defined as the surface coefficient of heat transfer. Grober's
solution is expressed in terms of a gain and a phase lag, as are the other solutions
above. Figures 16 and 17 show the gain and the lag, respectively, as a function
of the parameters

(52)
and

(53)
which are the notation of Lowell and Patton.
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where subscript j is the time interval and the subscript n is the index identifying
the harmonics.
When An and Bn are found the Fourier series expression for the temperature
variation can be written
T(t) = To

N

+

I:

Cn sin (nwt

+ 1Jn)

(59)

n = 1

where C n is the amplitude of a sine wave which is shifted by 1J radians from the
start of the analysis period, t = 0 (see figure 18). We have that
C~

= A~

1J =

+ B~

(60)

1

(61)

tan- (An/B n)

Each temperature wave is defined by two parameters, C n and 1J. To compare
a surface wave with a wave measured at some interior point the relations

00 (r)

=

<pn(r)

acn/co

t 1 ,n = - - - = cr1Jn nw

(62)
a 1Jn )

(63)

where now the superscripts a and r are used to indicate the surface and the interior respectively.
Although the Fourier analysis (harmonic analysis) presented above is quite
satisfactory for steady periodic waves, there are several limitations which must
be taken into consideration when it is applied to cases where the periodic temperature is not exactly steady. The first of these has been mentioned before. If
the surface or air temperatures immediately prior to the use of this analysis have
not been quite similar, there will be a transient response. For this reason the stem
should be in a nearly steady periodic state for at least one day before any analysis
is attempted. The second point to be emphasized is that the analysis of the
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The effect of the colder ground (yearly wave effect) is quite noticeable in the
data for 23 May. At the ground level the temperature is almost uniform showing
only a slight dip in temperature in the early morning. This effect is not apparent
at the 57 and 86 cm levels. The data for 15-16 August shows almost the same
patterns except that the differences are not as great. Here again the curves for
57 and 86 cm lie almost atop one another.
The fact that the curves for 57 and 86 cm in the August data are slightly
flattened might indicate that the transpiration stream is lowering the maximum
temp~ratures. Noting that the data are confounded by vertical variation of
thermal properties and inaccuracies in thermocouple placement, we can conclude
from these data, with reasonable certainty, that the effects of the ground (conductive effects), and tentatively that the effects of the transpiration stream,
are negligible above heights of one meter in this stem.

Horizontal Temperature Field
Computer-produced plots of the time-temperature data indicated that in
most cases the temperatures on the surface and in the interior of the stem were
not, within the limits of experimental error, functions of angular position (fJ).
The data for the outer ring of thermocouples (r = 11.6 cm) during the period
12-16 April 1963 showed the only serious deviation from this observation. A
typical time-temperature curve is shown in figure 24.
The data for the period 13-16 April 1963 were subjected to Fourier analysis
in order to evaluate the temperature uniformity of the fundamental waves. The
results of this analysis are shown in table 5. Note that To and ffiT c are within
±O.5°C of their means (over the radial points). There does not seem to be any
real correlation between the maximum values of To and roTr along anyone radii
or circle of constant radius (variation with fJ). Fot some unknown reason the
maxima of To and roTr of the surface waves occur most often on the north side.
There may be a slight correlation here with the day's average wind direction,
~ut this is not conclusive. The effect is small in any case.
Figure 23 shows the values of To as a function of time for April. Note that
the radial differences in To are nearly constant. The To's for the interior temperatures are very close to one another, the range being approximately O.2°C.
The differences between the To of the surface wave and those of the interior
waves are larger, but still less than O.5°C. I believe that these differences are due
to reference junction offsets since the variation in time is consistent with the
air temperatures variation measured on site and at the New Haven Airport. l No
1 Local

climatological data. New Haven Municipal Airport , April, 1963.
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tric capacitors, connected from each node to the reference potential (Vo) ,
simulate the heat storage capacity of the elemental volume. Transient boundary
conditions, obtained when the temperatures in the thermal system and the
voltages in the electric analog vary with time, require that there must be a
correspondence not only between the electric and thermal capacitance and
resistance but also between the products of electric and thermal resistance and
capacitances.
The ratio of R e Ce to R r C r determines the relation between the time variables
in the analog and the thermal system.
We have then, that
t e = T F t r sec. model/sec. real
Re

=

R F R r (ohm sec °C/cal) X 106

Ce = C F C r farad / (cal /oC) X 106

(68)
(69)
(70)

where the subscripts are t, thermal; e, electric; F, factor.
In order to connect voltage and temperature

(71)
Table 8 lists additional scaling relations which are useful. Not only can physical
models be formed but time can be expanded or contracted on the model as
desired.
This is the basis on which the analog model of the tree stem was made. The
reader interested in further details is directed to Paschkis (1955), Paschkis and
Baker (1942), Karplus (1958), Karplus and Soroka (1959), and Tribus (1958).
PROCEDURE

The analog modeling was done on the Heat and Mass Flow Analyzer of Columbia University, which has been described by Paschkis (1955).
The cross section of the stem, taken to be a circular cylinder with a radius of
14.4 em was divided (lumped) as shown in figure 28. The woody portion of the
stem was lumped into 20 sections, with a half section at the cambium and at the
center. The radial length of each full section is 0.67 em.
Values of electric resistance and capacitance for each node were computed
using modifications of equations 66 and 67. The thermal properties used were
those found for the real stem and scaling factors were selected to result in reasonable values of R e and Ceo The resistors and capacitors were then set up in the
circuit shown in figure 28.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
THE ANALOG MODEL

Analog modeling of the real stem proved to be a very flexible and useful tool
for this type of study. The only drawback is the expense of using general purpose
instruments.
The analog model was able to predict the temperatures in the stem much more
accurately than the analytic model. This was because neither the radial variation
of the thermal properties nor the indicated presence of a "contact resistance"
between the bark and the xylem could easily be included in the analytic solution.
The important findings obtained from the analog model are:
1. A "contact resistance" was indicated to be present between the bark and
the xylem. This resistance could not be attributed entirely to the loosening of
the bark during the spring.
2. The average coefficient of heat transfer was estimated to be 2.0 X 10-4 cal
cm-2 sec-1 °C-I •
THE REAL TREE

Measurements of the temperature field in the real tree indicated that:
1. Surface temperatures were uniform in respect to angular position and,
within the limits of experimental error, no effect of wind could be found.
2. Internal temperatures were found to be, for all practical purposes, independent of angular position.
3. Within the limits of experimental error, no effects traceable to respiration
of living tissues in the stem or fluid flow were found at a height of 1.4 meters.
4. In a qualitative way the predictions of the analytic solution were shown
to be valid.
The fact that the surface temperatures (in terms of the fundamental waves)
were uniform was not too surprising, since wind speeds in the forest are relative! y
low (Reifsnyder, 1955), and the flow is turbulent. The roughness of the bark
would also tend to reduce any differences.
The apparent angular uniformity of the interior temperatures indicated that
the thermal properties of the stem were not functions of angular position. When
the tree was felled at the end of the study measurements of moisture content and
specific gravity distribution in a cross section immediately below the plane of
measurement show that this was the case. The variation (average error) with
angular position averaged 10% for the three annuli into which the stem was
divided.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Drill Rig
The drill rig proved itself to be a fairly accurate device for the location of
temperature sensors at desired points within a stem. Improvements in the design
of this device should allow for better accuracy.
Thermocouples

The measurement of temperatures with thermocouples is not to be advocated
due to the relatively small amplitudes being measured. With modern techniques
much more accurate results can be obtained with thermistors, which are much
more sensitive than thermocouples.
Fourier Analysis

Fourier Analysis should be used whenever complex but roughly sinusoidial
temperature variations are to be analyzed. By this technique qualitative comparisons can be replaced with quantitative analysis.
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